Maturation of somatostatin immunoreactivity in the pigeon retina: morphological characterization and quantitative analysis.
In addition to a modulatory function, somatostatin (SS) is likely to exert a morphogenetic and/or trophic role in the developing nervous system. In this study, a mouse monoclonal antibody directed to SS was used to investigate the posthatching development of SS-immunoreactivity (SS-ir) in the pigeon retina to provide a basis for a better understanding of the role of this peptide in retinal maturation. In the adult, SS-ir was observed in amacrine cells located in the inner nuclear layer (INL) of the entire retina. Two cell types were recognized according to their morphology. They showed a differential density distribution. Cell type indicated as "adult 1" (AD1) was characterized by pear-shaped cell bodies with single primary processes directed to the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and was mostly present in the red field. In contrast, cell type indicated as "adult 2" (AD2) was characterized by round-shaped somata with 1-3 primary processes and was highly represented in the fovea and the dorsal periphery. Posthatching maturation of the pigeon retina was characterized by drastic changes in the pattern of SS-ir. Over the first days posthatching, SS-ir was observed in sparsely distributed somata mostly located in the ganglion cell layer (GCL). This cell type indicated as "hatch" (H) was characterized by dense granular staining and became extremely rare at 7 days. Over the same period, growing SS-positive axons displaying enlarged growth cones were found in the optic tract (TrO). These observations suggest the possibility that ganglion cells transiently expressing SS are present at early stages of posthatching development. Of the two types of SS-containing cells observed in the adult, the first to be recognized morphologically was cell type AD1 which appeared at 2 days after hatching in the INL. These cells were virtually adult-like in morphology by 7 days. In contrast, cell type AD2 was not apparent until 7 days posthatching. The density (defined as number of cells/mm2 of retinal tissue) and the total number of SS-containing cells changed during posthatching maturation. In particular, the adult number of cell type AD1 was reached at about 10 days, while the number of cell type AD2 was reached at about 3 weeks posthatching. At this stage, both cell types also displayed their mature density distribution. The present findings suggest a temporal relationship between the maturation of SS-ir and developmental events which include the onset of light-driven activity and the maturation of retinal acuity.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)